5 USC VITERBI JUNIOR FACULTY WIN NSF CAREER AWARD IN 2014:

MIKE CHEN
SHADDIN DUGHMI
BURCIN BECERIK-GERBER
JUSTIN HALDAR
ETHAN KATZ-BASSETT
The Viterbi School is proud to announce that Burcin Becerik-Gerber, assistant professor and Stephen Schrank Early Career Chair in the Sonny Astani Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Mike Chen, assistant professor in the Ming Hsieh Department of Electrical Engineering, Shaddin Dughmi, assistant professor in the Department of Computer Science, Justin Haldar, assistant professor in the Ming Hsieh Department of Electrical Engineering, and Ethan Katz-Bassett, assistant professor in the Department of Computer Science have each received a prestigious NSF CAREER Award. The 5 NSF CAREER Award winners represent the largest such annual cohort in the school’s history and one of the highest totals among US engineering schools in 2014.